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Casa Ecomaya announces Jade sponsorship  
agreement with Smart Glass 

Smart Glass adds elegance to Casa Ecomaya Dining Room
Upcycled Glass Chandelier proves green is about décor as well as sustainable construction

Mérida, Mexico (January 31, 2015) — Smart Glass, an award 
winning glass design, décor, and jewelry firm, will be providing 
an original chandelier for the Casa Ecomaya dining room. Smart 
Glass uses a unique patented process to convert post-consumer 
glass bottles into beautiful and ecological home décor, chandeliers, 
jewelry and artwork that can be seen at the Guggenheim Mu-
seum, Coca Cola Headquarters, College Football Hall of Fame, 
Bene Rialto NYC, Chick-Fil-A, Hilton, Marriott, and Indigo 
Hotels along with numerous other hotels, restaurants, museums, 
corporate spaces and private residences.  

Smart Glass was founded by celebrity designer Kathleen Plate. 
Taking post-consumer recycled glass bottles and upcycling them 
in beautifully unique ways has made Kathleen a nationally re-
nowned design visionary. 

“We were thrilled when Kathleen decided to add her personal 
design sense to our home,” said Casa Ecomaya co-homeowner 
David Patterson. “The Smart Glass chandelier will contribute to 
the modern sustainable feel we are looking to achieve throughout 
Casa Ecomaya.” 

“Using upcycled glass is a great lesson on design, art and material 
management,” said co-homeowner Maria Jose Sansores. “Kath-
leen’s chandeliers are inspiring, beautiful and ecologically friendly 
and will create a beautiful ambiance in our dining room.” 

“Being able to share my creations in Mexico opens new opportunities for Smart Glass,” said Kathleen Plate, Smart 
Glass founder. “I’m always excited to participate in a project aiming for LEED. It’s important for people to think about 
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sustainability in décor items as well as building design when pursuing green building projects. Smart Glass’ goal is to 
provide upcycled glass design in creative ways to enhance not only the sustainability but also the aesthetics of build-
ings. In design, it has to be beautiful first and foremost, the ecological story of how it is made is a bonus.” 

“We are honored to have Smart Glass as a part of our sponsorship team,” added Patterson. “We can’t wait to see the 
completed project and show others how beautiful recycled artwork can be”.

###

About Smart Glass

Smart Glass chandeliers and artwork are made directly from recycled bottles and are perfect for LEED certification and 
other ecoconscious projects. You won’t believe how beautiful a beer bottle can be. ™

Kathleen Plate has mesmerized audiences nationwide with her innovative recycled glass bottle creations. From the 
Sundance Film Festival to the runway of LA Fashion Week, Kathleen has transformed living rooms, event spaces, gal-
leries, offices – even catwalks into sustainable works of art. Commissioned pieces have included recycled glass tabletop 
arrangements, winery chandeliers, glass wall installations, and  recycled glass dresses. Kathleen’s Smart Glass Jewelry 
pieces have been embraced by ecoconscious celebrities such as Amy Smart, Christina Applegate and Sienna Miller, seen 
on Entourage, Samantha Who and Nip/Tuck and Kathleen herself was recently featured on The Sundance Channel’s 
Big Ideas for a Small Planet.

About Casa Ecomaya

Casa Ecomaya, targeted as the first LEED certified home in Mexico, will serve as a showroom and educational tool 
for homeowners and professionals demonstrating the opportunities and advantages of earth-friendly, energy efficient 
homes. The combination of green building concepts and design merged with a unique mixture of advanced and local 
materials will be the first of its kind and stand as an example of what is possible in an unexplored market.

The Yucatan Country Club is an exclusive gated community just outside Mérida, Mexico, located on an extension of 
330 hectares. This residential development offers different residential models, built around a spectacular Jack Nicklaus 
Design golf course and clubhouse amenities beyond all expectations.

For more information including photos and eco-friendly building products, visit casaecomaya.com or call David Patterson at 521 
999 947 8667.


